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The Web-based Chinese-Learning (2003)
http://tltc.shu.edu:8080/chen/
The Web-based Chinese-Learning (2003)
The Web-based Chinese-Learning (2004)
The Web-based Chinese-Learning (2004) 
Fix some issues related to the video files: 
- Technology
- Copyright
Add a gaming module 
Upgrading The Web-based Chinese-learning Program
Chen (2007)
1.Everyone is a participant
2.Learning feels like play
3.Learning happens by doing
4.Failure is reframed as iteration
5.Feedback is immediate and ongoing
6.Challenge is constant
Lee (2016)
•Sound  
•Vocabulary
•Grammar
•Writing 
A brief look at Chinese
Tones
Characters
English:  (C) + V+ (C) 
Chinese:(Initial) + Final  
+ Stress
+ Tone
shuǐ jiǎo shuì jiào
dumpling go to bed/sleep
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building blocks
炎 yán hot
焱 yàn flames
从 cóng follow
林 lín woods
明 míng bright

休 xiū rest
charactersradicals 




What game? 
1. Pinyin - English
2. Pinyin - Characters
3. Pinyin/Character - Sound
4. Radical – Radical
5. Pinyin – Tone graph
6. Character - Tone graph
Matching game

Match Pinyin to Tone Graph Match character to Tone Graph
What tool to use, and how to build games?
Unity
• The leading global game industry software
• Free of charge
• Easy to learn
• Downloaded & installed the tool
• Took tutorials
• Searched for games
• Purchased a game template
• Developed my game based on the template 

Let’s try the game!
http://tltc.shu.edu/chinese/Game/
Run in Firefox or Chrome 
Future directions
Assess learning outcomes: learning by playing vs. learning by 
memorization
Have students develop games for each chapter of the textbook
Get students to play the games
Engage students to develop the Radical- Radical game, the 
Pinyin – Tone Graph game, the Character-Tone Graph game
Encourage students to design & create other types of games
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Questions and Answers 
THANK YOU!
